Hygroscopic behavior of NaCl-bearing natural aerosol particles using environmental transmission electron microscopy
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We used conventional and environmental transmission electron microscopes to determine morphology, composition, and water uptake of individual natural inorganic aerosol particles collected from industrial pollution plumes and from clean and polluted marine environments. Five particle types are described in detail. They range from relatively insoluble mineral grains to internally mixed particles containing NaCl with other soluble or relatively insoluble material. We studied the hygroscopic behavior of these particles from 0 to 100% relative humidity (RH). Relatively insoluble materials do not take up water over the experimental RH range. Single crystals of NaCl from both natural and laboratory sources have a well-defined deliquescence point of approximately 76% RH at 291 K. NaCl-bearing aggregate particles appear to deliquesce between 74 and 76% RH (same RH within error) when NaCl is internally mixed with relatively insoluble phases, but the particles deliquesce at lower RH when aggregated with other soluble phases such as NaNO₃. For all NaCl-bearing particles studied, hygroscopic growth is pronounced above 76% RH, and water uptake by the particles is dominated by the soluble phase. Furthermore, the soluble phase initiating deliquescence controls the locus of further hygroscopic growth of the aggregate particle. Our results demonstrate that composition and mixing state affect water uptake of natural aerosol particles. Furthermore, internally mixed particles are confirmed to deliquesce at lower RH values than predicted from the individual components.


1. Introduction

Aerosol particles are important components of the atmosphere and influence Earth’s climate in a variety of ways through their effects on the radiative budget, atmospheric chemistry, and precipitation. Specifically, the size, composition, and phase (solid or liquid) of an individual aerosol particle affects its ability to scatter and absorb light [e.g., Charlson et al., 1992], to catalyze heterogeneous reactions in the atmosphere [e.g., Hu and Abbatt, 1997], and to form cloud condensation nuclei or cloud droplets [e.g., DeMott and Rogers, 1990]. All these aspects contribute to uncertainty in global climate models. Ideally, we would like to know the water contents and sizes of different types of aerosol particles over a wide range of atmospheric relative humidity (RH) values.

Electrodynamic balances, infrared absorption cells, optical microscopy, particle mobility analyzers, and environmental scanning electron microscopy have been used to investigate changes in water content and sizes of aerosol particles in both field and laboratory settings. Using these instruments, the hygroscopic behavior of many atmospherically relevant salts such as NaCl and (NH₄)₂SO₄ have been studied [e.g., Biskos et al., 2006; Martin, 2000; Tang and Munkelwitz, 1984; Tang and Munkelwitz, 1994]. These studies show a pure salt taking up water to form a solution droplet (deliquescence) at a characteristic RH value (DRH). As the RH increases past the DRH, the particle grows hygroscopically to maintain equilibrium with the water vapor. If the RH decreases, the particle loses water and eventually reforms crystals (efflorescence) at an RH value (ERH) significantly lower than the DRH. Although the experimental techniques used in these studies are sensitive to the water content of the particles, they are not able to determine the morphological changes that submicrometer particles undergo during deliquescence, efflorescence, and hygroscopic growth at varying atmospheric RH values.
There are a number of direct measurements of the hygroscopic properties of ambient aerosol particles from the marine boundary layer [Berg et al., 1998; Carrico et al., 2003] and several rural and urban land sites [Chen et al., 2003; Day and Malm, 2001; Malm et al., 2003; Santarpia et al., 2005; Santarpia et al., 2004]. Nephelometers and mobility spectrometers were used in these studies to monitor the interaction of ambient aerosol particles with water vapor at various RH values, but these techniques could not simultaneously determine particle composition. Thus, chemical composition has been inferred either from the hygroscopic growth data or from particles sampled (using filters or inertial impactors) and subsequently analyzed by techniques such as ion chromatography.

Environmnetal scanning electron microscopes (ESEMs) were used in several studies of morphology change and reactions of individual aerosol particles as a function of RH. Ebert et al. [2002] studied the hygroscopic behavior of laboratory-generated NaCl, (NH₄)₂SO₄, Na₂SO₄, NH₄NO₃, and ambient soot agglomerates between 0 and 100% RH. Hoffman et al. [2004] probed the phase behavior of laboratory-generated NaNO₃ and NaNO₂/NaCl particles at various RH values. Krueger et al. [2003] exposed particles formed by nucleation of seawater to mixtures of nitric acid and water in the laboratory and then monitored their morphological changes. Finally, Laskin et al. [2005] found that hygroscopic calcium nitrate formed when calcite and sea-salt particles reacted with atmospheric nitric acid. Only the last study is of ambient aerosol particles, and that was limited to RH values up to 15% in the ESEM.

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) is a powerful analytical instrument for the study of individual atmospheric aerosol particles because it can resolve chemical and morphological features to the nanometer scale. It can provide information on size, structure, morphology, and composition for each particle. Conventional TEM methods were successfully used to characterize aerosol particles from a variety of sources such as biomass burning, and of source areas such as the marine boundary layer (see reviews by Buseck et al.[2002] and Buseck and Posfai [1999]). In these studies, analytical techniques including energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) were used to provide compositions of individual particles and crystallographic information. However, the high vacuum required for conventional TEM operation precludes it from being used to study the effects of changing RH on atmospheric aerosol particles.

An environmental transmission electron microscope (ETEM) can be optimized to study hygroscopic behavior such as phase transitions and morphological changes of individual aerosol particles over the range of RH conditions encountered in the atmosphere. Wise et al. [2005] used such an ETEM to observe and accurately measure particle deliquescence and efflorescence of laboratory-generated inorganic salt particles.

A natural progression of this work was to utilize the newly developed capabilities of the ETEM in tandem with conventional TEM analytical techniques (i.e., imaging and EDS). In this way, we were able to determine the composition of a single deposited aerosol particle and to assess its hygroscopic properties. We chose to study an important and ubiquitous class of aerosol particles, namely those that contain NaCl grains, collected from oil-related industrial pollution plumes, clean marine environments, and polluted marine environments. We investigated the behavior of natural NaCl-bearing particles over a range of atmospheric RH values using the ETEM. These samples allowed us to document changes in size and phase of individual aerosol particles from 0 to 100% RH. To our knowledge, this work reports the first compositional, morphological, and hygroscopic measurements of individual natural aerosol particles using a TEM.

## 2. Experiment

### 2.1. Laboratory-Generated NaCl Particles

Wise et al. [2005] describe the full procedure for salt-particle generation and impaction on TEM substrates. We briefly describe the procedure here. Laboratory-generated NaCl particles used in this study were formed from a 1 M NaCl solution using a TSI model # 3076 atomizer. The particles were next passed through a diffusion dryer (TSI model #3062), which reduced the ambient RH to between ~45 and 65%. The particles were then deposited by diffusion onto a carbon Type-A, 300-mesh Cu (Ted Pella, Inc. #1820) TEM grid.

### 2.2. Selected Natural Aerosol Particles

We investigated natural aerosol particles from a range of atmospheric environments: oil-related industrial pollution plumes in the United Arab Emirates (UAE, 2002), clean marine aerosol from the Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station in Tasmania (ACE-1, 1995), and polluted marine aerosol from Scripps Pier in San Diego, CA (SIO, 2006). The atmospheric conditions at which the aerosol particles were collected are listed in Table 1. Aerosol particles were collected directly onto TEM grids using an MPS-3 microanalysis particle sampler (California Instruments, Inc.) for the UAE and SIO sets and a Casella cascade impactor for the ACE-1 field mission. During the UAE field campaign, air was sampled from a low-turbulence inlet on a twin-engine aircraft. For the ACE-1 and SIO sets, the particle sampler drew ambient air from ground-based platforms (tower for ACE-1, pier for SIO). Sampling times varied according to ambient particle concentrations and ranged from 5 to 10 min. Standard Cu-mesh grids with carbon-film substrates (Ted Pella, Inc. #1820, formvar removed) were used. Further information about aerosol sampling in the UAE field campaigns can be found in the work of T. A. Semeniuk et al., manuscript in preparation, 2007). Details about aerosol sampling in the ACE-1 field campaign can be found in the study of Posfai et al.[1999] and Sievering et al. [1999].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Altitude, m</th>
<th>UAE</th>
<th>ACE-1</th>
<th>SIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, °C</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Humidity, %</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1. Sampling Conditions for Samples Studied With the ETEM

- **Relative Humidity**, %: 20 69 21
- **Altitude, m**: 500 30 10
- **Temperature, °C**: 40 9 18
- **Sample**: UAE ACE-1 SIO

Wise et al. [1999] and Chen et al. [2004].
Using the MPS-3 sampler, we collected size-
fractionated aerosol particles on three stages having mini-
mum particle size cut-offs at 2 μm (coarse), 0.3 μm
(intermediate), and 0.05 μm (fine). A total of six TEM
grids were studied.

2.3. Chemical Analysis of Selected Particles

Initial selection and analysis of individual aerosol
particles for each TEM grid was carried out using a Philips
CM200 TEM operated at 200 kV. Basic characterization
involved bright-field imaging and selected chemical analysis
using EDS of over 600 particles to establish dominant
particle types and to determine which particle types would
provide the most useful information if studied using the
ETEM (complete characterization of the particle populations
in each source area would have required analyses of many
more particles).

We selected a total of 128 particles (from both coarse
and fine modes) for ETEM study. The particles on each grid
were selected from two regions containing moderate particle
loadings. The location of these regions was documented
with digital images to allow relocation of the same regions
using the ETEM. Typically, 10 particles were selected from
each of these regions for ETEM study. Particles were
selected spatially close to each other for the practical
purpose of rapid translation between particle positions
during ETEM experiments, but greater than 0.5 μm apart
such that deliquescence spheres of individual particles
would not physically contact each other during experiments.
Detailed analysis of the ~20 particles per grid for our
ETEM experiments first involved imaging under bright-
field mode with spot size 1 (25 nm) to document different
phases within each particle. After imaging the particles, we
performed a qualitative chemical analysis of each phase
using EDS with spot size 5 (6.0 nm) to limit beam exposure
and beam damage of individual particles. The Philips
CM200 TEM provided information on size, shape, compo-
sition, speciation, and mixing state for each particle prior to
our ETEM experiments, since some of these attributes could
be modified during exposure to water vapor. Twenty par-
ticles per grid proved to be a feasible number to investigate
during a single ETEM experiment.

2.4. Hygroscopic Behavior of Selected Particles

Water uptake experiments were carried out using a
200-kV FEI Tecnai F20 TEM outfitted with a differentially
pumped environmental cell. Wise et al. [2005] described the
ETEM and the experimental procedure developed to study
the hygroscopic properties of aerosol particles. We briefly
describe modifications to the Wise et al. [2005] protocol
below.

To determine the RH in the ETEM, we measured the
DRH and ERH on standards that consisted of 0.1- to 4-μm
NaBr, CsCl, NaCl, (NH₄)₂SO₄, and KBr particles at ~18°C.
We calibrated RH using the measured DRH and ERH
values (from the ETEM) and accepted values (from the
literature) for each salt. We ensured that this calibration
remained accurate by measuring the DRH of laboratory-
generated NaCl particles prior to studying ambient aerosol
particles. The DRH measured using the ETEM for the NaCl
particles was accurate to at least 2% (theoretical DRH for
NaCl = 75.3% [Richardson and Snyder, 1994]) for the
duration of each experiment.

Water uptake experiments using ambient aerosol par-
ticles were initiated by inserting TEM grids into the evacu-
ated ETEM column using a single-tilt sample holder. Sample
temperature was regulated through liquid nitrogen cooling
and resistive heating and was maintained at ~18°C. This
temperature was selected such that a RH of 100% was
attained when ~15.5 torr of water vapor was present in the
ETEM. Once the temperature was equilibrated (~5 min),
the electron beam was turned on, and the selected particles were
relocated (using photographs from the Philips CM200 TEM)
and reimaged using the ETEM under vacuum conditions
(pressure <2.2 × 10⁻³ torr). After images and positions of the
selected particles were recorded, the electron beam was
turned off to limit radiation exposure to the particles. This
procedure minimized beam damage and particle heating (see
Wise et al. [2005] for further discussion).

After initial images and particle positions were
recorded at 0% RH, the hygroscopic behavior of each particle
over the range 15 to 100% RH was studied. First, we
introduced water vapor from a glass bulb containing distilled
water at room temperature (via a manual leak valve) into the
column. To maintain a constant temperature and a constant
RH of 15% in the ETEM, we finely adjusted both water vapor
pressure (using the leak valve) and temperature (using the
heater in the sample holder). The sample was allowed to
equilibrate at these conditions for ~1 min before the electron
beam was turned on and each particle was imaged. The
process of recording images of each particle at a given RH
took ~5 min. Generally, slight movement of the stage
occurred after this first step in the ETEM. Therefore particle
positions were readjusted before shutting off the electron
beam. The RH in the ETEM was then increased to ~40% and
the process outlined above was repeated. Images were
typically recorded at ~15, 40, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 90,
and 100% RH for each particle. Water loss by selected
particles (for ETEM calibration) was studied using a similar
experimental protocol. In this case, the RH was decreased
from 100% in a stepwise manner, and images of each particle
were typically recorded at ~60, 50, 45, 35, and 0% RH.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. General Sample Description

Although the particle populations from each of the
three sampling sites reflect different local particle sources,
each contains a fraction of NaCl-bearing particles. The
core-mode of the oil-refinery plume sample from the desert
region of the UAE is dominated by 2- to 20-μm aggregates of
NaCl and mineral dust (T. A. Semeniuk et al., manuscript in
preparation, 2007). Typically, NaCl crystals are attached to
alumino-silicates, clays, carbonate, or gypsum grains. Single
NaCl crystals also are present, and many of the particles are
coated with mixed-cation sulfates. These coatings are visible
in bright-field mode as well as in EDS spectra. The fine mode
of this sample is dominated by mixed-cation sulfate particles,
although particle types described in the coarse mode are also
present.

Both the coarse- and fine-mode samples of clean
marine air from Cape Grim are dominated by approximately
2-μm NaCl particles having attached needles of CaSO₄. It is
possible that they formed upon drying when they reached the TEM grid, but they could also have formed upon drying of ocean spray in the atmosphere. According to M. Pősáfi (written communication, 1 May 2006), similar crystals have selected-area electron-diffraction (SAED) patterns that do not match anhydrite (CaSO$_4$) or gypsum (CaSO$_4$·2H$_2$O). Pősáfi believes they may be a hydrated sulfate, with hygroscopic behavior that differs from pure CaSO$_4$.

[21] The coarse-mode of the San Diego polluted marine sample consists of NaCl aggregated with CaSO$_4$, NaNO$_3$ crystals, or silicate grains. Particles are typically 2 to 4 μm in diameter. Single NaCl crystals are also present, and most particles in this sample are coated with a mixed-cation sulfate. The fine mode of this sample is dominated by mixed-cation sulfate particles, although particle types described in the coarse mode are also present.

[22] Seventy-nine of the 128 particles studied with the ETEM contained NaCl, and 16 contained insoluble mineral grains in both the coarse- and fine-grid fractions. The NaCl-bearing particles had variable morphologies and compositions that could be classified into five main particle types: pure NaCl, NaCl with soluble material, NaCl with insoluble material, NaCl with both insoluble and soluble material, and NaCl with other Na salts. The number of water-uptake experiments performed on each particle type and the location where the particles were collected are listed in Table 2.

[23] From the particles studied using the ETEM, we present results for individual coarse-mode particles chosen to show a range of particle phenomena. The aerosol particles presented here range from relatively insoluble single CaSO$_4$ crystals to NaCl-bearing aggregates of soluble or relatively insoluble phases (Figure 1). Each image was recorded using the Philips CM200 TEM at a magnification of 2500 to 5000 times. The specific sites where EDS measurements were taken are denoted by the letters in Figure 1, and the X-ray spectra generated from these measurements are provided in Figure 2. With the exception of spectrum C, all have an X-ray peak characteristic of carbon. This peak results from the carbon substrate and precludes conclusive determination of organic compounds on these grids.

### Table 2. Number of Water-Uptake Experiments Performed on Each Particle Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>UAE</th>
<th>SIO</th>
<th>ACE-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insoluble (i.e., CaSO$_4$)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl With Soluble Species</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl With Insoluble Species</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl With Insoluble and Soluble Species</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl With NaNO$_3$, Insoluble, and Soluble Species</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Bright-field images of five particles selected for water uptake studies: (1) CaSO$_4$ grain; (2) NaCl particle; (3) NaCl/mineral dust aggregate; (4) NaCl particle with attached CaSO$_4$ needle crystals; and (5) NaCl particle with attached NaNO$_3$ and CaSO$_4$ crystals. The letters in the figure denote the areas where EDS measurements were obtained to determine particle composition. EDS spectra are shown in Figure 2.
Spectrum A in Figure 2, collected from particle 1 (UAE), has peaks characteristic of CaSO$_4$. Spectrum B, recorded from particle 2 (UAE), contains peaks characteristic of NaCl. Particle 3 (UAE) is slightly more complex due to the aggregation of a NaCl grain (spectrum C) and a Mg-silicate grain (spectrum D). Particle 4 (ACE-1) contains a NaCl grain (spectrum E), needle-like CaSO$_4$ crystals (spectrum F), and a coating of Mg- and K-rich chlorides (spectrum G). Spectra were measured at magnifications around 40,000 times, with beam size 5 (6 nm) for intervals of 10–20 s. EDS measurements at grain boundaries often include a proportion of host grain material. Thus spectra often show mixed compositions (for example, spectra F and J).

Figure 2. EDS spectra obtained using ES Vision software on the Philips CM200 TEM. Spectra were measured at magnifications around 40,000 times, with beam size 5 (6 nm) for intervals of 10–20 s. EDS measurements at grain boundaries often include a proportion of host grain material. Thus spectra often show mixed compositions (for example, spectra F and J).
Figure 3. Images of a ~7 μm CaSO₄ particle as RH is increased from 10 to 99% RH (denoted by up arrows). The uncertainty in the reported RH values for this and subsequent figures is ±2%.

Figure 4. Images of a laboratory-generated NaCl particle (~1 μm) as RH is increased from 0 to 76% and decreased from 76 to 44% (denoted by down arrows).
H–J, of particle 5 (SIO) have peaks characteristic of a sea-salt particle collected from polluted marine conditions, i.e., a NaCl core, a NaNO$_3$ crystal, needle-like CaSO$_4$ crystals, and a coating of Mg- and K-rich chlorides and sulfates. This sequence shows increasing chemical complexity from particle 1 to 5.

3.2. Description of the Water Uptake for Particle Types Studied

3.2.1. Natural Particles Containing Relatively Insoluble Substances

[25] Images of a natural gypsum (CaSO$_4$·2H$_2$O) particle, collected during the UAE field campaign, at selected RH values are presented in Figure 3. As the RH is increased in the ETEM from 0 to 99% (indicated by up arrows), the morphology of CaSO$_4$ does not change appreciably. Since gypsum is relatively insoluble (0.205 g/100 g water at 20°C [Lide, 2005]), it is not surprising that it does not deliquesce under our experimental conditions. Although the particle does not contain NaCl, it is included in this study to demonstrate the hydrophobic nature of relatively insoluble material at RH values between 0 and 99%.

3.2.2. Laboratory-Generated NaCl Particles

[26] We first determined the behavior of a laboratory-generated NaCl particle at various RH values as a standard for comparison of the behavior of natural particles (Figure 4, see also Figure 2 from Wise et al. [2005]). The morphology does not change appreciably as the RH is increased from 0 to 74%. However, at 74% RH the particle boundaries begin to round. At 76% RH it deliquesces and becomes a solution droplet that has a well-defined deliquescence sphere. As the RH is lowered from 76%, the deliquescence sphere shrinks until the ERH of 44% is reached. At this point it recrystallizes. This experiment allows a comparison of the hygroscopic behavior of a pure NaCl particle with natural NaCl-bearing particles. It has deliquescence behavior consistent with suspended NaCl aerosol particles in this size range, and thereby confirms that the ETEM is calibrated (within ±2% RH). The DRH of 76% and the ERH of 44% for the NaCl particle (Figure 4) agree well with the accepted values of ~75 and ~45%, respectively [Cohen et al., 1987a; Cohen et al., 1987b; Cziczo and Abbatt, 2000; Cziczo et al., 1997; Richardson and Snyder, 1994; Weis and Ewing, 1999].

3.2.3. Natural NaCl-Bearing Particles

[27] Relatively pure NaCl particles collected during the UAE field campaign have similar hygroscopic behavior as laboratory-generated NaCl particles, with formation of the main deliquescence sphere at 76% RH and subsequent growth of the sphere at RH > 76% (Figure 5). Although difficult to see in the figure, at 56% RH droplets form on the carbon substrate surrounding the NaCl crystal. The droplets (highlighted by the dashed arrow in the figure) become more apparent as RH is increased to 70%. They form a “splatter zone” surrounding the NaCl particle, which suggests that they originated from the impaction of the particle with the TEM grid. Because the splatter zone begins to take up water prior to the deliquescence point of NaCl, we infer the droplets consisted of something other than NaCl. Although there appears to be a small amount of another soluble phase surrounding (and perhaps on) the NaCl particle, it does not

Figure 5. Images of a naturally produced ~5.5-µm NaCl particle as RH is increased from 0 to 82%.
appear to affect its hygroscopic properties. Furthermore, the phenomenon of droplets appearing on the substrate and surrounding ambient particles at elevated RH values is common (see Figure 3; Semeniuk et al., Water uptake characteristics of individual atmospheric particles having coatings, submitted to Atmospheric Environment, 2007).

[28] Similar hygroscopic properties appear in particles collected from the UAE and Cape Grim (Figures 6 and 7, respectively) that contain NaCl crystals attached to relatively insoluble mineral grains. Images of a NaCl/Mg-silicate particle as RH is increased from 0 to 82% are shown in Figure 6. Although a slight change in morphology occurs at 70% RH, the particle has approximately the same pattern of deliquescence as pure NaCl. The NaCl fully deliquesces at 76% RH, with the deliquescence sphere encompassing the entire aggregate. A NaCl particle with attached CaSO$_4$ needles (Figure 7) changes morphology between 15 and 70% RH. We found that CaSO$_4$ is hydrophobic up to 100% RH and that NaCl morphology does not change appreciably below 70% RH. Therefore we surmise these slight changes in morphology result from the presence of Mg- and K-rich chlorides on the particle surface (see Figure 1, particle 4, area G). Deliquescence of the NaCl crystal occurs as the RH is raised to 74% RH. The deliquescence sphere for each particle in Figures 6 and 7 grows markedly at RH values >75%, engulfing the relatively insoluble material.

**Figure 6.** Images of an ~5 μm NaCl particle with an attached Mg-silicate grain as RH is increased from 10 to 82%.
It is well known that the hygroscopic behavior of inorganic particles becomes more complex as additional soluble phases are combined [Martin, 2000]. For example, Tang and Munkelwitz [1993] show that a particle containing 66\% by mass KCl and 33\% by mass NaCl has a two-stage deliquescence process, with initial water uptake occurring at 72.7\% RH. Pure NaCl and KCl have DRH values of 75.3 and 84.3\%, respectively [Cohen et al., 1987a]. Thus, in the Tang and Munkelwitz [1993] study, the DRH of a multi-phase particle is lower than that of its component phases. Other experimental studies and models dealing with the deliquescence of multiphase aerosol particles corroborate this finding for a multitude of systems [e.g., Brooks et al., 2002; Clegg et al., 2001; Marcolli et al., 2004; Ming and Russell, 2002; Wexler and Seinfeld, 1991; Wise et al., 2003].

We determined the hygroscopic behavior of a multi-phase particle containing NaCl with attached NaNO$_3$ and CaSO$_4$ crystals (SIO, Figure 8). The particle exhibits slightly different hygroscopic behavior from particles previously studied because of the associated NaNO$_3$ (DRH = 74.3\% [Richardson and Snyder, 1994]). Small changes in morphology occur as the RH increases from 40 to 65\% RH, presumably because of the presence of Mg- and K-rich chlorides/sulfates on the particle surface. At 70\% RH, a deliquescence sphere forms that we interpret as water uptake by NaNO$_3$. As the RH increases to 75\%, NaCl deliquesces and the sphere size increases, in agreement with

![Figure 7. Images of an ~2.7 $\mu$m NaCl particle with attached CaSO$_4$ needles as RH is increased from 15 to 91%.](image)
the behavior described in laboratory and modeling studies of multiphase inorganic particles. Only one deliquescence sphere develops on the particle, although droplets form around the particle at 75% RH. The CaSO\textsubscript{4} crystals did not appear to deliquesce during the experiment.

NaCl dominates hygroscopic growth in the particles in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. To calculate growth factors, we must know the contact angle between the particle and the substrate. Future work to determine these contact angles will be needed to provide quantitative estimates of the growth factors of different phases. Even so, the growth factor of NaCl at RH >75% is clearly greater than that of all other phases present. Typically, the deliquescence and subsequent hygroscopic growth of NaCl increases the apparent two-dimensional particle diameter by a factor of ~3 at 100% RH. The shape and location of the deliquescence sphere associated with NaCl varies among particle types. The sphere may engulf the entire particle or it may balloon out from the original particle. Typically, the deliquescence sphere engulfs single NaCl particles and NaCl aggregated with relatively insoluble grains, whereas particles with other soluble phases tend to nucleate growth spheres adjacent to the original particle. This effect probably results from the initiation of deliquescence by the attached soluble phases, with further hygroscopic growth controlled by deliquesced regions of the aggregate particle.

3.2.4. Particles Containing Organic Material

Many natural marine aerosol particles contain relatively insoluble organic compounds such as myristic, stearic, and palmitic acid on their surfaces [Mochida et al., 2003; Mochida et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2002; Tervahattu et al., 2002a; Tervahattu et al., 2002b]. The effects of such relatively insoluble organic coatings on the hygroscopic
properties of marine aerosols are not well understood. Some studies find organic coatings impact the hygroscopic properties of NaCl particles [e.g., Chen and Lee, 2001], and others find little to no impact [e.g., Wagner et al., 1996]. The “splash zone” surrounding the NaCl particle in Figure 5 could indicate the former presence of an organic coating. However, this zone begins to take up water at 56% RH. If the organic coating were relatively insoluble, we would not expect water uptake.

[33] Natural marine aerosol particles can also contain a fraction of soluble organic material within the bulk particle. The effect of such material on the hygroscopic properties of soluble inorganic particles is also not well understood. Although we expect our natural marine aerosol particles to contain organic material, its presence in the NaCl particle in Figure 5 could not be confirmed using EDS. Furthermore, the electron beam in the TEM can damage organic compounds [Posfai et al., 2003]. Thus, other techniques are better suited to determine the effects of soluble organic compounds on the hygroscopic properties of NaCl particles.

4. Summary and Atmospheric Implications

[34] We determined the morphology, composition, and water uptake characteristics of five natural aerosol particles collected from oil-related industrial pollution plumes, clean marine environments, and polluted marine environments between 0 and 100% RH. Particles ranged from single relatively insoluble grains, to single soluble grains, to mixed particles of both soluble and relatively insoluble material. Particles composed of relatively insoluble material, such as CaSO$_4$·2H$_2$O, did not pick up water at RH values up to 100% RH, illustrating the hydrophobic nature of many aerosol particles. Deliquescence of single NaCl crystals, and internal mixtures of NaCl with relatively insoluble material, occurred within the range 74 to 76% RH (same RH within error). This result is consistent with literature values for laboratory-generated NaCl particles. Mixed particles containing NaCl and other soluble material have deliquescence points slightly lower than 74%. This result is also consistent with thermodynamic and laboratory measurements, which find that the DRH of a multicomponent particle is lower than that of its individual components.

[35] Aggregation of soluble and relatively insoluble material in natural aerosol particles changes the way in which they interact with water vapor in the atmosphere. Although relatively insoluble mineral particles, such as CaSO$_4$·2H$_2$O, do not interact with water vapor from 0 to 100% RH, when a relatively insoluble mineral particle is aggregated with a sufficient quantity of soluble material such as NaCl, the NaCl particle will deliquesce and engulf the relatively insoluble mineral, forming a droplet. These observations on aggregates that combine soluble and relatively insoluble phases have implications for both chemical and physical processes in the atmosphere. First, liquid-phase reactions can occur on particles that would otherwise not be active. In general, cloud droplets form when particles reach a critical supersaturation, which depends, in part, on the dry diameter of the particle. If a relatively insoluble particle is attached to NaCl, the initial dry diameter of the particle increases, reducing the supersaturation required for cloud droplet formation and resulting in more rapid droplet formation and larger droplet size.

[36] In addition to enhancing the natural spectra of particles that form droplets, aggregates that contain NaCl undergo dramatic changes in size as a result of hygroscopic growth above 75% RH. The change in size we observe in aggregates that contain both soluble and relatively insoluble phases has implications for their ability to scatter and absorb light. Although our study of water uptake on natural particles supports and corroborates laboratory experiments on simple salts such as NaCl and soluble mixtures containing NaCl, we find that natural particles have even more complex behavior. Mixed particles, coated particles, or both have a great range in chemical and physical behavior. Furthermore, they have a large range in droplet size and hygroscopic growth, reflecting the deliquescence and growth of soluble material in the aggregate particles.
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